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Abstract
Clinicians and researchers have the problem of objectively assessing the intensity and characteristics of pain. Furthermore, the widespread
use of Visual-Analogue scales during the past decade highlights the need for a reliable and quantitative biological marker of pain. Mono- and
multidimensional measures of pain, based on the activity of one or more brain regions involved in the quantification of painful inputs, have become
the focus of extensive research. The growing availability of non-invasive functional imaging has in fact fueled a revolution in the field: a novel
multiparametric pain signature was recently introduced and tested in patients, and proven effective in evaluating the intensity of painful inputs, and
the effects of analgesics on those stimuli.
Abbrevations: VAS: Visual-Analogue Scales; CBF: Cerebral Blood Flow; ACC: Anterior Cingulate Cortex; IC: Insular Cortex; PFC: Prefrontal Cortex;
BOLD: Blood-Oxygen-Level-Dependent; ASL: Arterial Spin Labeling; PET: Positron-Emission Tomography; EEG: electroencephalogram; DOT: Diffuse
Optical Tomography; MEG: Magnetic Encephalography; CB: Cerebellum; FUS: Fusiform; HY: Hypothalamus; IFJ: Inferior Frontal Junction; MTG:
Middle Temporal Gyrus; OG: Occipital Gyrus; PAG: Periaqueductal Gray Matter, PCC: Posterior Cingulate Cortex; SMA: Supplementary Motor Area;
SMG: Supramarginal Gyrus; SPL: Superior Parietal Lobule; TG: Temporal Gyrus

Introduction
The recent growing interest in quantitative and reproducible
biological markers for pain has prompted investigators to
examine imaging techniques to detect and evaluate the cerebral
representation of noxious stimuli[1,2]. Historically pain has
been quantified with the help of Visual-Analogue Scales (VAS)
that report the subjective experience as stated by the patient.
The intrinsic variability and differing perceptive sensitivities in
people unable to verbally communicate or among patients with
disabilities have historically constituted a significant limitation to
this tool[3,4].In recent years, MRI-based analysis of brain activation
and local cerebral blood flow (CBF) has brought new hope to
this field. By identifying the physiologic patterns of cortical/
subcortical activation, investigators are beginning to uncover the
contribution of single areas to pain perception[5-7].The sensorydiscriminative, cognitive, and affective aspects of painful stimuli
are in fact elaborated by six interconnected regions: the thalamus,
the primary and secondary somatosensory cortices (SI-SII), the
anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), the insular cortex (IC), and the
prefrontal cortex (PFC)[8].

A variety of imaging techniques have been employed to study
the changes in function and anatomy of these areas. Blood-oxygenlevel-dependent (BOLD) MRI contrast imaging is currently the most
widespread method utilized, and its temporal resolution makes
it a logical candidate to examine for acute pain syndromes[9,10].
Alternatively, arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI techniques represent
ongoing clinical pain and are employed as indicators of chronic pain
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and migraine[11,12]. Other approaches include diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) and structural MRI: the first provides information
regarding the network that underlies pain management and
perception[13], while the second uses voxel-base morphometry
to quantify changes in white and grey matter[14,15]. Positronemission tomography (PET), electroencephalogram (EEG), diffuse
optical tomography (DOT) and Magnetic Encephalography (MEG)
have also been employed, but the high cost, low precision, and the
necessity to shield the magnetic field limit their diffusion[16].

The Brain Signature for Pain

Unidimensional measures of pain intensity
Local changes in blood flow and cortical activity have been
the focus of extensive research and a starting point for the
characterization of the regions and nuclei involved in the elaboration
and codification of pain. Among these, the SI-SII[17,18], the nucleus
accumbens[19] and prefrontal regions[20], the ACC and posterior
cingulate cortex[6], the amygdala[21], IC[22] and hippocampal
formation[23] are theregions most commonly involved in the
modulation of pain states, and their activity is strongly related
to the intensity and location of the stimulus.BOLD and ASL MRI
images have helped elucidate the role of each area in the physical
and emotional aspects of pain. Multiple studies have shown that the
frequency and pattern of activation of these regions, the amplitude
of cortical signals, and their temporal relation to painful stimuli
and heat are important clues to the identification of a partial pain
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signature that employs a limited number of areas[17,18]. PET, DOT,
MEG and EEG have also provided an substantial data that may be
used as indicators of pain modulation and intensity[24].

Multidimensional Measures of Pain Intensity

Although about 10% of the cerebral cortex seems to be
associated with to pain processing[25], the presence of specific
patterns of activation prompted scientists to elaborate a
signature that encompasses multiple centers, better explaining
the mechanism of pain representation and expression[26-28].
A more focused signal-to-noise ratio and higher specificity of
imaging-mediated biological markers are allowed through the use
of multiple inputs. This method may provide a solid starting point
for future clinical uses of reliable measures of pain intensity, paving
the road to algorithms for pain prediction and quantification. In
2013 Wager et al. first introduced a novel cerebral signature for
pain based on the concomitant activity of a number of different
cerebral regions. The thalamus, ACC, PFC, SII, cerebellum (CB),
fusiform (FUS), hypothalamus (HY), inferior frontal junction (IFJ),
middle temporal gyrus (MTG), occipital gyrus (OG), periaqueductal
gray matter (PAG), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), supplementary
motor area (SMA), supramarginal gyrus (SMG), superior parietal
lobule (SPL) and temporal gyrus (TG) were identified as the most
important centers for pain elaboration, and therefore integrated
in an algorithm that quantified the brain responses to painful
inputs[29].
Furthermore, the concomitant and overlapping activation of
multiple regions (bilateral anterior insula, medial thalamus, SII,
and dorsal posterior insula) observed after exposure to stimuli
of different intensities, provided a valid basis for the use of this
algorithm for pain quantification, increasing its specificity and
strength[29]. The signature response wasalso shown to be sensitive
to the effects of analgesics with a reduction by 53% in signature
intensity recorded after Remifentanil, an µ-opioid agonist,
administration [29].

The addition of artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning
to the pain algorithm will confer a higher reliability, sensitivity, and
specificity to a signature that has extensively proven its efficacy,
allowing for the identification of a larger number of fMRI patterns
within the anatomic and functional pain circuitry[30].

Future perspectives

Modern non-invasive imaging techniques have profoundly
changed the assessment and treatment of pain. These strategies are
able to pinpoint individual differences in the central elaboration of
painful inputs, quantifying the physiologic response to analgesics
and supporting the development of novel therapeutics and
treatment strategies[31]. The optimization of pain algorithms
and signatures will likely allow a more accurate definition of pain
experiences, reducing the importance of self-reports and their
intrinsic unreliability. The advent of physiologically-based pain
biomarkers will also reduce the risk of biases and improve the
precision of measurements. fMRI techniques will therefore play a
pivotal role in this process, setting a new standard in pain research
and drug development.
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Conclusion
Pain assessment is a complicated and not completely
understood field. Investigators have spent decades searching for
objective methods to establish pain levels in individuals with and
without cognitive deficits. Only recently, after the introduction of
various non-invasive imaging and electrophysiologic techniques,
studies have clarified the role of brain areas whose function in
pain management was not previously proven. Furthermore, the
integration and concomitant use of measures of activity obtained
from different regions of the Central Nervous System provide
a reliable and specific tool for the identification of pain states,
identifying new mechanisms of acute and chronic pain.

These instruments should therefore lead to the development of
modern therapeutics that act on specific control systems, allowing
researchers to accurately tailor the effects of drug candidates to the
individual traits of each patient. The paradigm shift is revolutionary:
novel molecules will target neurotransmitters’ deficits, chronic
changes in cortical function and gray matter volume, pain circuits
and systems, improving the outcomes of patients with acute and
chronic pain syndromes, and consequently their quality of life.
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